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Abstract: It is well recognized that the Internet has become the largest marketplace in the world, and online advertising is very popular
with numerous industries, including the traditional mining service industry where mining service advertisements are effective carriers of
mining service information. However, service users may encounter three major issues – heterogeneity, ubiquity, and ambiguity, when
searching for mining service information over the Internet. In this paper, we present the framework of anovel self-adaptive semantic
focused crawler – SASF crawler, with the purpose of precisely and efficiently discovering, formatting, and indexing mining service
information over the Internet, by taking into account the three major issues. This framework incorporates the technologies of semantic
focused crawling and ontology learning, in order to maintain the performance of this crawler, regardless of the variety in the Web
environment. The innovations of this research lie in the design of an unsupervised Framework for vocabulary-based ontology learning,
and a hybrid Algorithm for matching semantically relevant concepts and metadata. A series of experiments are conducted in order to
evaluate the performance of this crawler.
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advertising, such as [5]. These service registries are
geographically distributed over the Internet.

1. Introduction
It is well recognized that information technology has a
profound effect on the way business is conducted, and the
Internet has become the largest marketplace in the world. It
is estimated that there were over 2 billion Internet users in
2011,with an estimated annual growth of over 16%,
compared with 360 million users in 20001. Innovative
business professionals have realized the commercial
applications of the Internet both for their customers and
strategic partners, turning the Internet into an enormous
shopping mall with a huge catalogue. Consumers are able to
browse a huge range of products and service. advertisements
over the Internet, and buy these goods directly through
online transaction systems [1]. Service advertisements form
a considerable part of the advertising which takes place

over the Internet and have the following features:
A. Heterogeneity
Given the diversity of services in the real world, many
schemes have been proposed to classify the services from
various perspectives, including the ownership of service
instruments [2], the effects of services [3], the nature of the
service act, delivery, demand and supply [4], and so on.
Nevertheless, there is not a publicly agreed scheme available
for classifying service advertisements over the Internet.
Furthermore, whilst many commercial product and service
search engines provide classification schemes of services
with the purpose of facilitating a search, they do not really
distinguish between the product and the service
advertisement; instead, they combine both into one
taxonomy.
B. Ubiquity
Service advertisements can be registered by service
providers through various service registries, including 1)
global business search engines, such as Business.com2 and
Kompass3, 2) local business directories, 3) domain-specific
business search engines, such as healthcare, industry and
tourism business search engines, and 4) search engine
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C. Ambiguity
Most of the online service advertising information is
embedded in a vast amount of information on the Web and
is described in natural language, therefore it may be
ambiguous. Moreover, online service information does not
have a consistent format and standard, and varies from Web
page to Web page. Mining is one of the oldest industries in
human history, having emerged with the beginning of
human civilization. Mining services refer to a series of
services which support mining, quarrying, and oil and gas
extraction activities. Australian GDP between 2007 and
2008, to which the field of mining services contributed
7.65% [6]. Since the advent of the information age, mining
service companies have realized the power of online
advertising, and they have attempted to promote themselves
by actively joining the service advertising community. It
was found that nearly 50,000 companies worldwide have
registered their services on the Compass website. However,
these mining service advertisements are also subject to the
issues of heterogeneity, ubiquity and ambiguity, which
prevent users from precisely and efficiently searching for
mining service information over the Internet. Service
discovery is an emerging research area in the domain of
industrial informatics, which aims to automatically or semiautomatically retrieve services or service information in
particular environments by means of various IT methods.
Many studies have been carried out in the environments of
wireless networks [7]–[9] and distributed industrial systems
[10]. However, few studies have been planned for industrial
service advertisement discovery in the Web environment, by
taking into account the heterogeneous, ubiquitous and
ambiguous features of service advertising information.
In order to address the above problems, in this paper, we
propose the framework of a novel self-adaptive semantic
focused (SASF) crawler, by combining the technologies of
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semantic focused crawling and ontology learning, whereby
semantic focused crawling technology is used to solve the
issues of heterogeneity, ubiquity and ambiguity of mining
service information, and ontology learning technology is
used to maintain the high performance of crawling in the
uncontrolled Web environment. This crawler is designed
with the purpose of helping search engines to precisely and
efficiently search mining service information by
semantically discovering, formatting, and indexing
information. The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
in Section II, we review the related work in the field of
ontology-learning-based focused crawling and address the
research issues in this field; in Section III, we present the
framework of the SASF crawler, including the mining
service ontology and metadata schema and workflow of this
crawler.

In this research, we design a mining service ontology and a
mining service metadata schema to solve the problem of
self-adaptive service information discovery for the mining
service industry.
An overview of the system architecture and the workflow is
shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the SASF crawler consists
of two knowledge bases – a Mining Service Ontology Base
and a Mining Service Metadata Base, and a series of
processes, as well as a workflow coordinating these
processes. The following figures shows the full architecture
and workflow of proposed self adaptive semantic focused
crawler and also the mining service ontology.

In Section IV, we deliver a hybrid concept-metadata
matching algorithm to help this crawler semantically index
the mining service information; in Section V,we conduct a
series of experiments in order to empirically evaluate the
framework of the crawler; and in the final section, we
discuss the features and the limitations of this work and
propose of our future work.
 Our previous research work created a purely semantic
focused crawler, which does not have an ontologylearning function to automatically evolve the utilized
ontology. This research aims to remedy this shortcoming.
 Our previous work utilized the service ontology’s and the
service metadata formats, especially designed for the
transportation service domain and the health care service
domain.

Figure 1: System Architecture

Figure 2: The Mining Service Ontology
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techniques, semi-supervised techniques, and unsupervised
techniques from the perspective of learning control.

2. Related Work
In this section, we briefly introduce the fields of semantic
focused crawling and ontology-learning-based focused
crawling, and review previous work on ontology learningbased focused crawling.
A semantic focused crawler is a software agent that is able
to traverse the Web, and retrieve as well as download related
Web information on specific topics by means of semantic
technologies [11], [12]. Since semantic technologies provide
shared knowledge for enhancing the interoperability
between heterogeneous components, semantic technologies
have been broadly applied in the field of industrial
automation [13]–[15]. The goal of semantic focused
crawlers is to precisely and efficiently retrieve and download
relevant Web information by automatically understanding
the semantics underlying the Web information and the
semantics underlying the predefined topics. A survey
conducted by Dong et al. [16] found that most of the
crawlers in this domain make use of ontology’s to represent
the knowledge underlying topics and Web documents.
However, the limitation of the ontology-based semantic
focused crawlers is that the crawling performance crucially
depends on the quality of ontology’s. Furthermore, the
quality of ontology’s may be affected by two issues. The
first issue is that, as it is well known that an ontology is the
formal representation of specific domain knowledge [17]
and ontology’s are designed by domain experts, a
discrepancy may exist between the domain experts’
understanding of the domain knowledge and the domain
knowledge that exists in the real world. The second issue is
that knowledge is dynamic and is constantly evolving,
compared with relatively static ontology’s. These two
contradictory situations could lead to the problem that
ontology’s sometimes cannot precisely represent real-world
knowledge, considering the issues of differentiation and
dynamism.
The reflection of this problem in the field of semantic
focused crawling is that the ontology’s used by semantic
focused crawlers cannot precisely represent the knowledge
revealed in Web information, since Web information is
mostly created or updated by human users with different
knowledge understandings, and human users are efficient
learners of new knowledge. The eventual consequence of
this problem is reflected in the gradually descending
curves in the performance of semantic focused crawlers.
In order to solve the defects in ontology’s and maintain or
enhance the performance of semantic-focused crawlers,
researchers have begun to pay attention to enhancing
semantic- focused crawling technologies by integrating
them with ontology learning technologies. The goal of
ontology learning is to semi-automatically extract facts or
patterns from a corpus of data and turn these into
machine-readable ontology’s [18]. Various techniques
have been designed for ontology learning, such as
statistics-based techniques, linguistics (or natural language
processing)-based techniques, logic-based techniques, etc.
These techniques can also be classified into supervised
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Obviously, ontology-learning-based techniques can be
used to solve the issue of semantic-focused crawling, by
learning new knowledge from crawled documents and
integrating the new knowledge with ontology’s in order to
constantly refine the ontology’s. In the rest of this section,
we will review the two existing studies in the field of
ontology learning-based semantic focused
crawling.

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the assignment in the
bipartite graph Problem

3. Proposed Method
The primary goals of this crawler include: 1) to generate
mining service metadata from Web pages; and 2) to
precisely associate between the semantically relevant mining
service concepts and mining service metadata with relatively
low computing cost.
The second goal is realized by: 1) measuring the semantic
relatedness between the concept Description and learnedConcept Description property values of the concepts and the
service Description property values of the metadata; and 2)
automatically learning new values, namely descriptive
phrases, for the learned Concept Description properties of
the concepts.
It uses a novel concept-metadata semantic similarity
algorithm to judge the semantic relatedness between
concepts and metadata in the algorithm-based string
matching process. The major goal of this algorithm is to
measure the semantic similarity between a concept
description and a service description. This algorithm follows
a hybrid pattern by aggregating a semantic-based string
matching (SeSM) algorithm and a statistics-based string
matching (StSM) algorithm.
3.1 System Evaluation
One common defect of the existing ontology-learning-based
focused crawlers is that these crawlers are not able to work
in an uncontrolled Web environment with unpredicted new
terms. In this section, we will evaluate our SASF crawler by
comparing its performance with that of the existing
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ontology- learning-based focused crawlers of Zhen et al. and
Suet al.

pages based on its vocabulary-based ontology learning
function. This proves that the self-adaptive model
significantly enhances the preciseness of semantic focused
crawling.
3.3 Recall

Figure 4: Comparison of the ontology-learning-based
focused crawling models on precision

The graphic representation of the comparison of the
probabilistic and self-adaptive models on recall, along with
the increasing number of visited Web pages, is shown in Fig
5. It can be seen that the overall recall for the self-adaptive
model is 65.86%, compared to only 9.62% for the
probabilistic model. This is because the self-adaptive model
is able to generate more relevant mining service metadata
based on its vocabulary-based ontology learning function,
and thus improves the effectiveness of the semantic focused
crawler.
3.4 Harmonic Mean

Figure 5: Comparison of the ontology-learning-based
focused crawling models on recall

The graphic representation of the comparison of the
probabilistic and self-adaptive models on harmonic mean,
along with the increasing number of visited Web pages, is
shown in Fig 6. As an aggregated parameter, the overall
harmonic mean values for both of these models are below
50% (11.22% for the probabilistic model, and 43.51% for
the self-adaptive model), due to their low performance on
precision. Since the self-adaptive model outperforms the
probabilistic model on both precision and recall, it is not
surprising that the overall harmonic mean of the former is
nearly four times as high as that of the latter.
3.5 Fallout Rate

Figure 6: Comparison of the ontology-learning-based
focused crawling models on harmonic mean

The graphic representation of the comparison of the
probabilistic and self-adaptive models on fallout rate, along
with the increasing number of visited Web pages, is shown
in Fig 7. It can be seen that the overall fallout rate of the
self-adaptive model is 0.46%, and for the probabilistic
model is around 0.49%. This indicates that the former
generates fewer false results than the latter, which proves the
low inaccuracy of the self-adaptive model.

4. Future Work

Figure 7: Comparison of the ontology-learning-based
focused crawling models on fallout rate
3.2 Precision
The graphic representation of the comparison of the
probabilistic and self-adaptive models on precision, along
with the increasing number of visited Web pages, is shown
in Fig 4. It can be observed that the overall precision of the
self adaptive model is 32.50%, and the overall precision of
the probabilistic model is 13.46%, which is less than half of
that of the former. This is because the self-adaptive model is
able to filter out more non-relevant mining service Web
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We describe a limitation of this approach and our future
work as follows in the evaluation phase, it can be clearly
seen that the performance of the self-adaptive model did not
completely meet our expectations regarding the parameters
of precision and recall. We deduce two reasons that caused
this issue as follows.
Firstly, in this research, we try to find a universal threshold
value for the concept-metadata semantic similarity algorithm
in order to set up a boundary for determining concept
metadata relatedness. However, in order to achieve optimal
performance, each concept should have its own particular
boundaries, namely particular threshold values, for the
judgment of the relatedness.
Consequently, in future research, we intend to design a
semi-supervised approach by aggregating the unsupervised
approach and the supervised ontology learning-based
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approach, with the purpose of automatically choosing the
optimal threshold values for each concept, while keeping the
optimal performance without considering the limitation of
the training data set. Secondly, the relevant service
descriptions for each concept are manually determined
through a peer-reviewed process; i.e., many relevant service
descriptions and concept descriptions are determined on the
basis of common sense, which cannot be judged by string
similarity or term co-occurrence. Hence, in our future
research, it is necessary to enrich the vocabulary of the
mining service ontology by surveying those unmatched but
relevant service descriptions, in order to further improve the
performance of the SASF crawler.
4.1 Advantages
 In this project, It has a mining service ontology and a
mining service metadata schema to solve the problem of
self-adaptive service information discovery for the mining
service industry.
 This approach enables the crawler to work in an
uncontrolled environment where the numerous new terms
and ontology’s used by the crawler have a limited range of
vocabulary.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an innovative ontology-learning
based focused crawler – the SASF crawler, for service
information discovery in the mining service industry, by
taking into account the heterogeneous, ubiquitous and
ambiguous nature of mining service information available
over the Internet. This approach involved an innovative
unsupervised ontology learning framework for vocabularybased ontology learning, and a novel concept-metadata
matching algorithm, which combines a semantic-similaritybased SeSM algorithm and a probability-based StSM
algorithm for associating semantically relevant mining
service concepts and mining service metadata. This
approach enables the crawler to work in an uncontrolled
environment where the numerous new terms and ontology’s
used by the crawler have a limited range of vocabulary.
Subsequently, we conduct a series of experiments to
empirically evaluate the performance of the SASF crawler,
by comparing the performance of this approach with the
existing approaches based on the six parameters adopted
from the IR field.
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